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Abstract
Wepresent an iterative near-field in-line phase contrastmethod that allows quantitative determina-
tion of the thickness of an object given the refractive index of the samplematerial. The iterative
method allows for quantitative phase contrast imaging in regimeswhere the contrast transfer function
(CTF) and transport of intensity equation (TIE) cannot be applied. Further, the nature of the iterative
scheme offersmore flexibility and potentially allowsmore high-resolution image reconstructions
when compared to TIEmethod and less artefacts when compared to theCTFmethod.While, not
addressed here, extension of our approach in futurework to broadband illuminationwill also be
straightforward as thewavelength dependence of the refractive index of an object can be readily
incorporated into the iterative approach.

Introduction

Propagation based x-ray phase contrast imaging exploits the change in phase that occurs when x-rays propagate
through amaterial [1, 2]. It allows for improved imaging of objects that exhibit poor x-ray absorption contrast,
or which are sensitive to x-ray damage.

Various analytical techniques—such as transport of intensity (TIE) [3] and contrast transfer function (CTF)
[4, 5]methods—have been developed for propagation-based x-ray phase contrast imaging. Thesemethods rely
on different approximations [1, 2, 5] and showdifferent susceptibility to noise [6, 7] and to other sources of
imaging artefacts. Typically all these approaches are applied in the Fresnel regime, which can be referred to as the
nearfield consistent in this context of phase contrast imaging.

In recent years, approaches described as coherent diffractive imaging (CDI) [8] have been successful in
recovering the complex transmission function of a sample through iterativemethods that rely on oversampling
in the farfield [9]. A common algorithmoften used inCDI is Fienup’s error reduction (ER) algorithm [10]. A
range of iterativemethods have allowed for the inclusion of complex constraints [11], variable supports through
the iteration sequence [12] andmodels for the partial coherence of the illuminating wavefield [13]. The effects of
significantwavefront curvature have also been incorporated in, for example, Fresnel CDI (FCDI) [14].

Following the success of far-field iterativemethods, iterative near-fieldmethods have also been explored
where the Fresnel approximation now applies due to curvature in the propagatedwavefield rather than purely
from the incident wavefield as in the case of FCDI [15–21].

In this work, we demonstrate the iterative implementation of an analytical phase retrieval approach that was
developed for usewith compositionally uniformobjects [22]. Aswith other near-field or Fresnel iterative
approaches, the different approximations involved offer improved robustness to noise and artefacts compared
to the analyticalmethods. The uniformmaterial approximation also offers an advantage in that it readily allows
the thickness of an object to be recovered, which is a quantity that is often straightforward to validate.
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Algorithm

The standard ER algorithm [10] can bewritten in operator notation as

, 1i i1
s my yp p=+ ( )

where the ith iterate of the exit surfacewavefield of the sample, y, is defined as the product of the incident
wavefield, incy , and the transmission function, T . Themodulus constraint is defined as
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where P and P 1- represent, separately, the forward and reverse propagation operators of the paraxial wavefield.
Themodulus constraint, mp̂ , operating on the detector planewavefield, ŷ, is defined as
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where r is a two-dimensional position vector in the plane of thewavefield perpendicular to the direction of
propagation and S is the area of the support, which contains the sample.

In the numerical implementation of the algorithm thewavefieldmust be oversampled in the detector plane
[9] and the algorithmmay be commencedwith a guess for 0y .

Convergence of the algorithm is assessed by evaluating the quantity
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where the sum is performed over allN pixels in the numerically sampled quantities.
To obtain information about the sample, thefinal iterate of thewavefield can be divided by the knownor

recovered [23] incident wavefield to obtain the complex transmission function of the sample
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where the amplitude, A, and phase,f, can bewritten in terms of the complex refractive index,
n 1 id b= - + . The real part of the refractive index, δ, defines the phase shift that occurs, while themagnitude
of imaginary component,β, determines the absorption.

It can be seen that T can be expressed as a linear projection through the sample. Therefore if sufficient
angular projections through the sample can be recovered the three-dimensional distribution of the complex
refractive index can be recovered using standard tomographicmethods [1, 2].

In the case of a uniform sample of known composition the recovered transmission function can be used to
calculate the thickness of the sample directly via
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This can be incorporated into the sample plane support constraint so that the current estimate of the sample
thickness is used to calculate the next iterate of the transmission function and thewavefield so that information
fromboth the phase and amplitude are combined [11]. Accordingly, in our implementation the sample plane
support constraintmay bewritten as
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In simulation tests of the algorithm the errormetric for the known sample can also bemonitored via
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Figure 1 shows the results of a numerical simulation that demonstrates the effectiveness of the algorithm in
obtaining a quantitative reconstruction of an object in the nearfield at 9 keV.Our test object, shown in
figure 1(a), has a uniform compositionwith 2.33 10 6b = ´ - and 2.69 10 5d = ´ - , and has thickness from0
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(black) to 1 μm (white) according to the linear grayscale infigure 1(a). A point source 0.76 m from the sample
and a sample-to-detector distance of 0.24 mwere usedwith a pixel size of 342 nm in the sample plane resulting
in a detector pixel size of 450 nm in the 710×710 pixel image shown infigure 1(b). The Fresnel propagator in
its convolution form [1, 24]was used to propagate between the sample and detector planes. It can be seen in
figures 1(c) and (d) that the algorithm converges smoothly to an accurate estimate for the thickness.

For the iterativemethod towork, the sampling requirements for the relevant propagatormust be satisfied
[24]. For a uniform sample those requirements are set out in table 1. In the case of the TIE andCTF analytic
approaches, the influence of the sample transmission function—which, in the projection approximation [25], is
readily related to the sample thickness—can also be incorporated into the validity conditions, as set out in
table 1.

The validity conditions for the TIE andCTF are defined by the need to linearise the relevant expressions for
the propagatedwavefield [5]. The iterativemethod instead requires that the relevant combination of the exit
wavefield from the sample and the propagator term is properly sampled. This ismost easily written in the case of
the single fast Fourier transform (FFT)methodwhere the requirement is
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For the convolution and angular spectrummethods the expression is a littlemore complicated, but a good rule
of thumb fromour simulationwork is that provided both the propagator term and phase of the sample
transmission function arewell sampled—that is

x2
f < p

D
, where xD is the pixel size—then the iterative

approachwill provide an accurate answer. Accordingly, due to the different validity conditions, samples that do
not satisfy the phase gradient conditions required for TIE andCTFmay still be recovered using an iterative
approach.

Using the same simulation as the previous example, figure 2 shows a demonstration of the robustness of the
iterativemethodwhen compared to theCTF (with a Tikhonov regularisation [26] of 0.01a = ) andTIE. In this
geometry the phase gradient validity condition for theCTF is violated. It can be seen that only the iterative
approach provides a high fidelity reconstruction of the input object.

Figure 1. Simulation example demonstrating effectiveness of our algorithm. (a) shows theflower object used in the simulation
example. (b) is the oversampled phase contrast image. (c) is the convergence of the algorithm in the detector (blue) and sample (red)
planes calculated using equations (7) and (9); and (d) a line out (blue line infigure 1(a)) comparing the object (blue) and the
reconstruction (green)—an image of the iterative reconstruction is shown infigure 2(a).

Table 1.Validity conditions for the TIE, CTF and the iterativemethod for various propagators. rm ( ) repre-
sents the absorption component of the sample, u is the Fourier conjugate of x yr ,= ( ), zeff is the effective
propagation distance,λ is thewavelength and other variables are as defined previously.
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Experiment

Aproof-of-concept experiment was undertaken at diamond light source’s B16Test Beamline [27]. A
conventional in-line phase imaging geometry was usedwith an energy of 9 keV.

A point sourcewas created through the use of a Kirkpatrick–Baezmirror, where the horizontal and vertical
full width halfmaximum (FWHM) of the focuswas 0.837 μmand 0.607 μmrespectively. The source to sample
distance, z1, was 0.76 mand the sample to detector distance, z2, was 0.24 m. The area imaged contained an object
that was constructed fromAudeposited on a Si N3 4 window that was larger than 700 μm×700 μm.The design
of this object can be seen infigure 3(a) andwas fabricated via direct current sputtering. The object consisted of
two overlaying deposits, with the deposits having a thickness of 350 or 650 nm (blue and green shades)
respectively. The regionswhere the deposits overlapped (red) resulted in a thickness of 1000 nm. The sample was
containedwithin an area of 105 μm×105 μmof the Si N3 4 window.

A cooled 14-bit charge-coupled device camerawas used in conjunctionwith a 20×objective lens to image
the distribution of optical photons produced in a YAG:Ce 35 μmthick scintillator. The resulting detector pixel
sizewas 450 nm.As a result, the effective pixel size at the sample planewas 342 nm.A total of 62 sample phase-
contrast and sample-free white-field images were acquired. The exposure time for each of these imageswas 75 s.

Under these conditions the experimental geometry satisfies the validity conditions for the iterative andTIE
methods, but in some regions violated the phase conditions for theCTF. From simulations theCTF violation
was not expected to cause significant artefacts. The projection approximation is also satisfied.

Results

Variations in the illumination and non-uniformity in the scintillator were removed by dividing the sample phase
contrast imagewith thewhite-field image takenwith no sample present. Thefield of view used in the analysis is
shown infigure 3(b). The 710×710 pixel area resulted in an oversampling factor equal to four. Despite the
background normalisation step, the image contained noticeable artefacts (seen infigure 3(b)) likely due to beam
instability over the acquisition time.

Figure 2.Comparison of the iterative, CTF andTIEmethods. (a) shows theflower object used in figure 1 reconstructed via the
iterativemethod, (b) via theCTF, and (c) via the TIE.

Figure 3.Experimental example of effectiveness of the algorithm. (a) shows the sample design, where the blue and green regions
represent a thickness of 350 nmand 650 nm respectively. The regions of overlap (red) have a thickness of 1000 nm. (b) is the
experimentally obtained phase contrast image having been flat-field corrected. (c) is the reconstruction using the described algorithm.
(d) is a lineout for the vertical line shown in (c).
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Theβ and δ values required for our algorithmwere calculated from the relevant scattering form factors,
obtained fromHenke et al [28]. To obtain the correct sample density, the average intensities transmitted
through the sample for various regionswere calculated and used in conjunctionwith Beer’s Law.While the
phase contrast redistributes the intensity in the formof some fringing, an average over thewhole area of the
sample that includes all fringes should include all the transmitted power and give an accuratemeasure of the
average intensity.We found the density of the deposited gold to be 13.8±2.0 g cm−3 compared to bulk density
of 19.3 g cm−3. This is consistent with previous work using similarly deposited samples [29, 30].

Using the Fresnel propagator in its convolution form, 1000 iterations of our algorithmwere applied to the
phase contrast image in order to test the quality of the solution and its convergence properties. During this
process a very loose square support was applied. Using a shrink-wrap support [12] gives results that are not
significantly different for the sample and in the results shownwe have instead used a loose support in order to
better compare regions outside the samplewith those recovered using the TIE andCTF algorithms. The error
metric stabilised around the 500th iteration. Figure 3(c) shows the reconstruction of the sample thickness using
our iterative algorithm.

We compared our thickness reconstruction to that of both the TIE andCTF as shown infigures 4 and 5. A
Tikhonov regularisation [26]was applied to theCTFwith 0.01a = . Themean of the region outside the sample
was used to define zero sample thickness for theCTF andTIE, as thesemethods include an arbitrary constant
phase offset in the result.

Qualitatively, all three algorithms show similar non-uniformities in the sample reconstruction for regions
that are of uniform thicknessmost of which are attributable to instabilities in the illumination and consequent
non-uniform flat-fielding of the data. Assuming themanufactured regions are of constant height (see figure 6)
standard deviation of the recovered thickness in each of the regions is shown infigure 4 is taken as an estimate of
the error due to the reconstruction process. The resulting thickness and uncertainty for eachmethod is shown in
the table infigure 4.

The residual values inside the loose support but outside the sample provides an additional analysis of the
estimated error. The standard deviation of these values, whichwas 46 nm,may be attributed to the level of
uncertainty in themeasured intensities at the detector due to sources other than the sample, such as scatter from
components in the imaging system, beamvariation and noise in the detector. It can be seen that this is a relatively
large part of the overall uncertainty and that taking care to reduce these sources of errormay allowmore
quantitatively accurate results to be obtained.

Figure 4.Comparison of thicknessess determined by the iterativemethod, CTF andTIE. Regions with nominal thickness 1000 nm
(red), 650 nm (green) and 350 nm (blue) are shown in the figure. Themean thickness over these areas are listed in the table for the
iterativemethod, CTF andTIE.

Figure 5.Reconstructions for: (a) our iterative algorithm; (b) the CTFwith 0.01;a = (c) the TIE; and (d) comparison of lineouts over
the region shown in (a). The green line represents the iterativemethod, while blue is CTF and red TIE.
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While the iterative andCTFmethods offer better spatial resolution than the TIE approach, they also
introduce a cross-hatching image artefact. This artefact is consistent with the loss of phase contrast information
in themeasured image due to effects such as finite source size, noise and detector resolution as demonstrated in
figure 7. In our case the scintillator system employedmeans that the detector point spread functionwill be the
limiting factor. In addition, the sampling requirementsmay be affected by issues such as detector resolution and,
consequently, the choice of algorithm for obtaining the desired informationwill depend on the interplay of
systemparameters and the actual sample.

Conclusion

Wehave experimentally demonstrated an iterative near-field in-line phase contrastmethod that allows
quantitative determination of the thickness of an object whenmonochromatic x-ray illumination is used. The
image reconstruction and quantitative results were validated against existing analytic phase retrievalmethods.
The iterative approach can be used under conditionswhere the analyticmethods are not valid and does not need
to be adjusted for an arbitrary constant phase offset.

For this demonstrationwe employed hard x-ray illumination and isolated singlematerial objects. However,
the algorithm should be viable at otherwavelengths andwhile it is also compatible with ptychographic or other
scanning techniques it does offer away for single-shot recoverywhenmultiple exposure approaches are not
practical.

Extension of our approach to broadband illuminationwill also be straightforward as thewavelength
dependence of the refractive index of an object can be readily incorporated into the iterative approach.
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Figure 6. Sample characteristics: (a) opticalmicroscope image; (b) height profilemeasured along the line in (a) using a stylus
profilometer.

Figure 7.Recovered square object using the iterativemethod after simulating the loss of phase contrast at the detector byGaussian
smoothing the simulated image for a 710×710 pixel object. Our test object, was a simple square object with a uniform composition
of 2.33 10 6b = ´ - and 2.69 10 5d = ´ - . The energy of the x-rays simulatedwere 9 keV,with a pixel size of 342 nm in the sample
plane resulting in a detector pixel size of 450 nm,while z1 and z2 were 0.76 m and 0.24 m respectively. (a)No smoothing. (b)
Smoothing FWHM=1 μm. (c) FWHM=5 μm. (d) FWHM=10 μm. (e) Lineouts from each for the region shown in (a).
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